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Why do we need

Direct Air Capture?



Direct air capture: a science-proven need

Source: Adapted from IPCC (2022) & United Nations Environment Programme (2021)

On top of necessary 

emissions’ reduction, 

Climeworks provides 

CDR services to 

realize negative 

emissions to address: 

Your
unavoidable 
emissions

Your historical 
emissions
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Are carbon emissions actually removed?



How to remove CO2 from the atmosphere?

Climitation





Climeworks’ 
Direct Air Capture



Les Entretiens de Toulouse – 19 et 20 avril 2023



Capturing CO2 from the air

CO2 for storage

CO2-free air

Ambient air



Direct air capture and mineralization

Energy supply, direct air capture and storage with Climeworks’ Orca



Renewable synthetic fuels made from air



Orca, our living proof

Started operation in September 2021

The world’s only commercial direct air capture & 
storage facility

Nominal capture capacity of 4,000 tons of CO2 per year

Located in Iceland

Powered 100% by geothermal energy

CO2 permanently stored underground through mineralization 
(via Carbfix)



What’s next?

Mammoth, Climeworks’ newest and largest 

DAC+S plant; 36,000 tons of CO2 as 

nominal capture capacity per year.

The construction is expected to last 18-24 months before operations start 
in 2024.

• Jun 2022: Groundbreaking in Iceland. 

• Dec 2022: Construction hall completed. 







Climeworks plans continuous capture capacity increase

Orca 
4’000 tons

per year 

> 400’000 tons 
per year

Multi-mega ton range 
Mammoth

36’000 tons 
per year

2021 2024

Enable scale-up Volume production

2027

Global roll-out

2030

Global roll-out

Iceland 
Hellisheiði

Global GlobalIceland 
Hellisheiði

~10x 
scale-up

Capacity available* 
(2027)

* Serves as an example and is subject to changes. 

~10x 
scale-up



Lead the race against 

global warming with Climeworks!



Climeworks AG

Birchstrasse 155

8050 Zurich

+41 (0)44 533 29 99

contact@climeworks.com

www.climeworks.com

http://www.climeworks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/climeworks/
https://www.instagram.com/climeworks_official/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/climeworks/
https://twitter.com/Climeworks
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoDhlEOjYIq926UN1zse1_Q


How our technology works

Public Link to explanatory video on YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0wmkkhAU0Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0wmkkhAU0Y


Direct Air Capture and Storage (DAC+S) vs. 
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)

CDR via DAC+S 
removes CO2 directly 
from the atmosphere, 

resulting in
negative emissions

21

CCS captures fossil CO2

at point sources before it 
enters the atmosphere & 

stores it, resulting in
avoided emissions
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